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SUMMARY
An investigation of the low-subsonlc stability and control charac-
teristics of a 1/y-scale free-flying model modified to represent closely
the North American X-15 airplane (configuration 3) has been made in the
Langley full-scale tunnel. Flight conditions at a relatively low alti-
tude were simulated with the center of gravity at 16.0 percent of the
mean aerodyrm_ic chord.
The longitudinal stability and control were considered to be satis-
factory for all flight conditions tested. The lateral flight behavior
was generally satisfactory for angles of attack below about 20 °. At
higher angles, however, the model developed a tendency to fly in a side-
slipped attitude because of static directional instability at small
sideslip angles. Good roll control was maintained to the highest angles
tested, but rudder effectiveness diminished with increasing angle of
attack and became adverse for angles above 40 ° . Removal of the lower
rudder had little effect on the lateral flight characteristics for angles
of attack less than about 20 ° but caused the lateral flight behavior to
become worse in the high angle-of-attack range. The addition of small
fuselage forebody strakes improved the static directional stability and
lateral flight behavior of both configurations.
INTRODUCTION
The low-speed stability and control characteristics of a i/7-scale
free-flying model of the North Amerlcan X-15 airplane (configuration l)
were reported in reference 1. (Configuration 1 was the initial design
2for which the fuselage side fairings extended to the nose and most of
the vertical-tail area was on top of the fuselage.) The same model used
in the investigation of reference 1 was mcdlfied for use in the present
investigation by cutting back the original fuselage side fairings to a
point about 25 percent of the fuselage ler_th from the nose and replacing
the original double-wedge vertical tails with approximately symmetrical
single-wedge vertical tails. The basic fuselage diameter of configura-
tion 1 was not altered when the side fairings were cut back; therefore,
the model used in the present investigaticn differed from the final
version (configuration 3) of the X-15 alr_lane in that it had a somewhat
slimmer nose.
In order to determine the effect of these modifications on the low-
speed static stability and control characteristics, force tests were
made of the modified model. In view of the fact that the results of these
tests indicated some marked differences between the static characteristics
of the original and modified models, flight tests of the modified model
were conducted in the Langley full-scale tunnel.
The investigation included a study of the effects of small fuselage
forebody strakes on the directional stability and general flight behavior
of the model. An evaluation was made of the dynamic stability and con-
trol characteristics of both the complete configuration and the configura-
tion with the lawer rudder off (to simulate the configuration with the
lower rudder Jettisoned for landing).
SYMBOLS
The longitudinal data are referred tc the wind system of axes and
the lateral data are referred to the body system of axes. (See fig. 1.)
Unless otherwise specified all data are referred to a center-of-gravlty
position of 16.0 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.
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reduced frequency parameter, _b/2V
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Subscripts :
yawing angular velocity_ radians/sec
angular velocity, radians/sec
X,
X,
R right
L left
F fuselage
W wing
H horizontal tail
V,u upper vertical tail
R,u upper rudder
V,_ lower vertical tail
R,Z lower rudder
Y, and Z body axes, slug-ft 2
Y, and Z body axes, ft
MODELANDAPPARATUS
The i/7-scale model used in the investigation was constructed at
the Langley Research Center and was the model used in the investigation
of reference 1 except for revisions to the fuselage side fairings and
vertical-tail arrangement. A three-view drawing of the model is shown
in figure 2, and a photograph of the model is shownin figure 3. Table I
gives the massand dimensional characteristics of the final full-scale
North American X-15 airplane and the scaled-up mass and dimensional
characteristics of the flight-test model used in this investigation.
The model used in the present investigation differed from that used
in the investigation of reference 1 in that the original fuselage side
fairings were cut back and faired into the fuselage at a point about
25 percent of the fuselage length from the nose. Since the basic fuse-
lage diameter was not altered, the model used in this investigation
differed from the final version of the X-15 airplane in that it had a
somewhatslimmer nose. Details of the fuseLage-forebody and side-fairing
modifications to the flight-test model alon,{ with a comparison with the
final design are presented in figure 4(a). The double-wedge vertical
tails were replaced with approximately symmetrical upper and lower verti-
cal tails having lO° single wedgecross sections. A major portion of both
the upper and lower tails was mademovable and utilized as rudders.
For someof the tests, small forebody strakes were fitted to the
model on both sides of the fuselage at the nose. A sketch showing the
strake arrangement used in the investigation is presented in figure 4(b).
For the flight tests, thrust was provided by compressed air supplied
through four flexible hoses to four nozzle_ at the rear of the fuselage.
The amount of thrust in the model could be varied and the maximum output
per nozzle was about 8 to lO pounds. The controls were operated by the
pilots by means of flicker-type (full on or off) pneumatic servomechanisms
which were actuated by electric solenoids. The all-movable horizontal
tails were deflected differentially for roll control and together for
pitch control. The flicker control deflections used in the flight tests
o
were 5h = ±_ , 5r = i7 ° , and 5a = ±16 ° (t8 ° of each surface).
Static force tests were made in the _ngley free-flight tunnel to
determine the static longitudinal and late_-al stability and control char-
acteristics of the modified model using the equipment and techniques
described in reference 2.
The flight investigation was conducte,_ in the test section of the
Langley full-scale tunnel with the test setup illustrated in figure 9-
The flight-test equipment is described in _tail in reference i.
DETERMINATION OF STABILITY AND CONTROL PARAMETERS
OF FLIGHT-TEST MODEL
In order to aid in the analysis and iaterpretation of the flight-
test results, the static parameters were d_termined from static-force-
test data and are presented in figures 6 to 16. The static longitudinal
parameters were measured over an angle-of-attack range from 0° to 90 ° at
a dynamic pressure of 4.2 pounds per squar_ foot which corresponds to a
velocity of about 59 feet per second at the standard sea-level conditions
and to a test Reynolds number of about 0.35 × l06 based on the mean
aerodynamic chord of 1.47 feet. These tests were made for horizontal-
tail deflections of 0°, -10 °, -20 ° , -30 ° snd with horizontal tails off
both with and without strakes. Force tests to determine the static
7lateral stability characteristics of the model with various tall arrange-
ments were made for am angle-of-attack range from 0 ° to 60 ° with angle of
sideslip varied from 20 ° to -20 ° and at a dynamic pressure of 2.5 pounds
per square foot which corresponds to a Reynolds number of about 0.43 × l06.
Lateral control characteristics were measured at this same dynamic pressure
for an angle_of-attack range from 0° to 70o with horizontal-tall incidence
settings from 0 ° to -30 °.
Static Longitudinal Stability and Control
The ef1'ect of horizontal-tail deflection on the longitudinal charac-
teristics of the model is shown in figure 6. These data indicate that
the model has good static longitudinal stability characteristics (static
margin of at least 0.19 for the center of gravity used in this investiga-
tion) for all trim lift coefficients up through maximum lift. There is
evidence of horizontal-tail surface stalling for the lower tall incidence
settings in the region of maximum lift, but the resulting instability is
not considered important since it occurs for untrimmed conditions.
Addition of the strakes to the model (fig. 6(b)) caused only minor
changes in the static longitudinal characteristics, and for trimmed con-
ditions the strakes caused essentially no change in stability_ With the
horizontal tails removed, there was a small destabilizing shift in the
pitching-moment curve when the strakes were added.
A comparison of the pitching-moment characteristics of the modified
1/7-scale model used in this investigation and an exact 1/10-scale model
of the fiual X-15 configuration (configuration 3) with the horizontal
tails on is presented in figure 7- The data which were measured at the
same Reynolds number for the two models indicate that the 1/7-scale flight
test model is somewhat less stable than the 1/10-scale model of configura-
tion 3. Also shown on the same figure are some unpublished data obtained
in an investigation in the Langley 500 MPH 7- by lO-foot wind tunnel
which illustrate the effect of increasing Reynolds number on the pitching-
moment characteristics of the 1/lO-scale model. These results indicate a
very pronounced stabilizing effect of increasing Reynolds number up to
1.}l × lO 6. Because of the differences in fuselage geometry and test
Reynolds number, the 1/7-scale free-flight model should have less static
longitudinal stability than is anticipated for the full-scale airplane.
The model longitudinal flight test results should therefore be considered
somewhat conservative.
Static Lateral Stability
The lateral stability data are presented in figure 8 as the variation
of the coefficients Cy, Cn, and C_ with angle of sideslip for angles
8of attack up to 40 ° . These data are s_rized in figure 9 in the form of
the side-force parameter Cyf 3, the directional stability parameter Cn_3,
and the effective dihedral parameter C_ which were obtained by meas-
uring slopes of the linear portion of the curves near zero sideslip.
Since some of the data of figure 8 are nonlLnear with angle of sideslip,
the derivative data shown in figure 9 should only be used as an indica-
tion of trends in the data.
Configuration without strakes.- The data of figure 9 show that the
complete configuration has a relatively large amount of directional sta-
bility at low and high angles of attack but is directionally unstable at
intermediate angles. This directional instability exists only for small
sideslip angles since there is a nonlinear cariation of Cn with _ for
these angles of attack. (See figs. 8(c), 8(d), and 8(e).) This unusual
variation of directional stability will be _liscussed in more detail in
later sections. Removal of the lower rudder caused a relatively small
loss of directional stability in the low angle-of-attack range but caused
an extremely large loss at the higher angles of attack. (See fig. 9.)
The results of figure 9 indicate that the increase in directional sta-
bility of the complete configuration in the high angle-of-attack range
can be attributed partly to the lower rudder and partly to the wing-
fuselage combination. Likewise, these results indicate that the upper
vertical tail is highly destabilizing at th_ higher angles of attack.
Apparently, for these high angles, the lowe::,rudder is located in a
favorable flow region and the upper vertical_ tail is in a highly adverse
flow region.
Effect of strakes.- Since the directio_l instability of the com-
plete configuration was associated with a nonlinear variation of Cn
with _ near zero sideslip (see fig. 8), it was felt that the use of
some device on the nose of the model which Hight favorably affect the
flow at small sideslip angles possibly coul,_ lead to improved directional
stability characteristics. The use of fuselage forebody strakes to pro-
duce such flow changes with resulting improvements in directional sta-
bility has been suggested in reference 3 and demonstrated in references 4
to 7. Small strakes were therefore fitted _o the model used in this
investigation as illustrated in figure 4(b) in an effort to improve its
directional stability characteristics.
The effect of the addition of these st:'akes on the variation of the
lateral coefficients with sideslip is shown by the data of figure 8. For
the complete configuration at angles of attack between 20 ° and 30 °
(figs. 8(c), 8(d), and 8(e)) the variation of Cn with _ is nonlinear
and directional instability is indicated for small angles of sideslip
but, when strakes were added to the configuration, these nonlinearities
were largely eliminated so that the variations with sideslip become stable.
9The effects of the strakes on the static lateral stability deriva-
tives of the model are shown in figure 9. A comparison of the corre-
sponding curves of figures 9(a) and 9(b) indicates an appreciable
improvement in the static directional stability for each of the configu-
rations tested. With the strakes on, in fact, there was no region of
directional instability for either the complete configuration or the con-
figuration with the lower rudder off. The effect of strakes on the con-
tribution of the various components of the model to directional stability
is shown in figure 10. This figure shows that strakes increase the sta-
bility of the wing--fuselage--horizontal-tail combination, increase
the contribution of the upper vertical tail at low and moderate angles
of attack, and cause a large decrease in the contribution of the lower
rudder at high angles of attack.
Large asymmetries at zero sideslip appear in the data for the
strakes-off configuration at the higher angles of attack (figs. 8(c) to
8(g)). The effect of the addition of strakes on these asymmetries is
best illustrated in figure Ii which shows the variation of the lateral
coefficients with angle of attack at zero sideslip. The asymmetric
forces and moments at zero sideslip (particularly the yawing moments)
are appreciably reduced by the addition of strakes to both sides of the
nose. Figure ii also shows that the addition of a single strake on one
side of the nose produced asymmetric forces and moments of even greater
magnitude than were experienced on the basic model. With a single
strake fitted to the left-hand side of the nose, positive side-force
and yawing moments were introduced. This same effect was noted in
reference 6 and was attributed to a lower pressure region on the side
of the fuselage opposite the strake. The change in sidewash resulting
from the change in pressure distribution at the nose also affects the
direction of flow in the region of the vertical tails; consequently,
the net change in forces and moments cannot be attributed entirely to
the pressure change on the nose. For a more detailed interpretation
of the effect of strakes on pressure distribution and flow, see refer-
ences 6 and 7-
Effect of model geometric differences and Reynolds number.- A com-
parison of the static lateral stability derivatives of a i/lO-scale model
of configuration 3 and the i/7-scale flight test model is presented in
figure 12. The data, which were obtained at the same Reynolds number for
the two models (0.43 X 106), indicate that the static lateral stability
derivatives were generally similar in trend up to an angle of attack of
about 20° or 25°. At higher angles of attack the trend toward increasing
directional stability for the flight test model was not nearly so pro-
nounced for the 1/10-scale model of configuration 3. The geometric
difference (that is, the slimmer nose for the modified model) may have
some bearing on the different trends in the lateral characteristics of
the two models in the high angle-of-attack range since a change in nose
shape can produce flow changes which radically affect the aerodynamic
lO
characteristics. (See refs. 8 and 9.) The fact that the nose strakes
had such large effects on static lateral stability characteristics at
high angles of attack might be considered snother indication of the
importance of nose shape.
Also shownin figure 12 are the unpublished lateral data obtained
in the Langley 300 MPH7- by lO-foot wind l unnel which illustrate the
effect of increasing Reynolds numberon the static lateral stability
derivatives of the 1/lO-scale model. These data indicate relatively
small effects of Reynolds numberon Cn_ for angles of attack up to
about 20° or 25°. At higher angles the variation with increasing
Reynolds number is large and inconsistent.
The data of figure 12 show no consistent effect of Reynolds number
on effective dihedral (-C_) but do show that the effective dihedral of
the i/7-scale free-flight model was generally more negative than that of
the 1/lO-scale model of configuration 3 for any Reynolds number.
Static Lateral Control
The roll control effectiveness for several horizontal-tail settings
is presented in figure 13. In general, the results obtained for the
complete configuration and the lower-rudder-off configuration were simi-
lar. The range of effective roll control and favorable yawing momentdue
to roll control was shifted to higher angle3 of attack with each increase
in negative tail incidence.
The rudder effectiveness for both the complete configuration and the
configuration with the lower rudder off is presented in figure 14 for
two horizontal-tail incidence settings. Th_se results indicate a gradu-
ally decreasing rudder effectiveness with aagle of attack. The effects
of change in the horizontal-tail incidence on the rudder effectiveness
was small. It is interesting to note that _emovalof the lower rudder
resulted in improved rudder effectiveness at angles of attack higher than
35° .
The effective rolling and yawing momentavailable with coordinated
roll control and rudder corresponding to th_ control deflections used in
the flight tests for trim angle-of-attack c_nditions are presented in
figure 15. These data were obtained by int_rpolating the results of fig-
ures 13 and 14 for the proper trim tail incidence in flight corresponding
to each trim angle of attack. (It should be noted that trim conditions
obtained in the flight tests do not necessarily correspond to the static
longitudinal trim data because of thrust and flight cable effects which
produce changes in the horizontal-tail incidences required for longitu-
dinal trim.) These results indicate that effective roll control was
iI
maintained for all trim angles of attack tested, but the yawing moments
gradually diminished with increasing angle of attack and becameadverse
at about _trim = 40o" The reason for the good roll control over the
angle-of-attack range is that the increasing negative tail-lncidence
settings required for trim with increasing angle of attack tends to
keep the horizontal tails unstalled.
FLIGHTTESTS
Flight tests were madeto study the dynamic stability and control
characteristics of the model using the technique described in reference 1
for a center-of-gravity position of 0.166 over an angle-of-attack range
from 16° to 44°. Both the complete configuration and the configuration
without the lower rudder were flight tested with and without the strakes.
Combinedroll control deflections of ±8° of each surface and rudder
deflections of ±5° were used for all flight conditions. The model was
slightly over scaled weight; thus the mass-density ratio of the model
(_b = 46"85) corresponded to that of the airplane at an altitude of
about 8,000 feet.
The model behavior during flight was observed by the pitch pilot
located at the side of the test section and by the roll and yaw pilot
located in the rear of the test section. The results obtained in the
flight tests were primarily in the form of qualitative ratings of flight
behavior based on pilot opinion. The motion-picture records obtained in
the tests were used to verify and correlate the ratings for the different
flight conditions.
FLIGHT-TESTRESULTSANDDISCUSSION
A motion-picture film supplement covering the flight tests has been
prepared and is available on loan. A request card form and a description
of the film will be found at the back of this paper, on the page immedi-
ately preceding the abstract and index page. Table II provides descrip-
tive remarks and numerical data corresponding to each of the flight tests
shownin this film supplement. This table is intended primarily as an
aid for interpreting this film, but it also serves as a convenient
summaryof results for the entire flight-test investigation.
Interpretation of Flight-Test Results
It has been shownthat the static longitudinal stability of the low
Reynolds number, free-flight model is somewhatless than that obtained
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on a i/lO-scale model of the final configuration tested at higher
Reynolds numbers, but this difference is of little importance in the
interpretation of these flight-test results since for all test condi-
tions the model had very adequate static longitudinal stability. Also,
it has been shownthat for angles of attack up to about 20° the static
directional stability characteristics of the low Reynolds numbermodel
are in good agreementwith higher Reynolds numberdata. Negative
effective dihedral was encountered on the low Reynolds numbermodel at
a lower angle of attack than was indicated by the higher Reynolds number
data. Although flight conditions above 8n angle of attack of 20° are
not anticipated for the full-scale X-19 airplane during the landing
approach, the model was flight tested to angles of attack as high as
possible. In view of the results obtained from static tests, the model
flight-test results should be applicable to the full-scale flight
behavior of the X-15 airplane for angles of attack up to approximately
20°, but at higher angles of attack the model flight results are not
necessarily representative of anticipated full-scale flight behavior
because of differences in static directional stability characteristics
resulting from differences in fuselage geometry and Reynolds number
effects.
Longitudinal Stability _nd Control
The longitudinal stability of the molel was considered adequate for
all flight conditions tested and there was no noticeable change in the
longitudinal stability characteristics as the angle of attack was
increased from 16° up to 37° . Since the nodel had a large amount of
static longitudinal stability, the slight loss in static stability
caused by adding the strakes was not noti._eable in the flight tests.
The all-movable horizontal tail served as a very powerful pitch
control throughout the angle-of-attack raJ_e. Differential deflectien
of these surfaces for roll control did no_ adversely affect the longi-
tudinal characteristics of the model.
Lateral Stability and Control
The flight results pertaining to lateral stability and control were
evaluated for the following four condltio1_s:
(a) Complete configuration without strakes
(b) Complete configuration with strakes
(c) Lower-rudder-off configuration w_thout strakes
(d) Lower-rudder-off configuration w_th strakes
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Complete configuration without strakes.- The lateral stability and
control characteristics of the complete configuration without strakes
were found to be generally satisfactory up through about an angle of
attack of 20 ° . (See conditions A-I and A-2 of table II.) As the angle
of attack increased above 20°_ however, the model had a tendency to fly
in a sideslipped attitude either to the right or left. At moderate
angles of attack (_ = 23 ° , condition A-3) the pilot did not find this
flight behavior particularly objectionable, but the tendency for the
model to fly in a sideslipped attitude became more pronounced with
increasing angle of attack and the model became more difficult to con-
trol (conditions A-4 and A-5). At 37° angle of attack (condition A-6)
the general flight behavior was unsatisfactory because of poor response
to lateral control in addition to the sideslipping condition. The side_
slipping flight behavior obtained in these tests was attributed to the
asymmetries and nonlinear variations of the lateral coefficients near
zero _. There was no evidence of a directional divergence throughout
the angle-of-attack range tested. Damping of the lateral oscillation
was considered satisfactory for all flight conditions. This damping
characteristic is related to the relatively large values _ damping-in-
roll (CZp + C_ sin _)and damping-in-yaw (Cnr- Cn_ cos ] parameters
shown in figure 16. (Measured values of the rotary oscillation deriva-
tives of the free-flight model from reference i0 are presented here for
more convenient correlation with the flight-test results.)
Complete configuration with strakes.- The addition of strakes
to the model improved the lateral flight characteristics throughout the
angle-of-attack range and especially from 23 ° to 37 ° where problems had
been encountered with the complete configuration without strakes. At an
angle of attack of 21 ° the general flight behavior of the model was very
good. (See condition B-I.) When the angle of attack was increased to
27 ° (condition B-2), some reduction in directional stability was noted,
but the general flight characteristics of the model were still noticeably
better than those for the corresponding condition without strakes (condi-
tion A-4) because the sideslipping tendency was completely eliminated.
When the angle of attack was increased to 31 ° (condition B-3), the
general flight behavior of the model was much better than the corre-
sponding condition without strakes (condition A-5) and also somewhat
better than the preceding flight condition (condition B-2). Condition B-3
was, in fact, one of the best flight conditions tested. Both lateral sta-
bility and control characteristics were considered very good and an
improvement in the directional stability characteristics over the preceding
flight condition was indicated. Apparently, this improvement can be
attributed to the increased static directional stability in this range.
(See fig. 9(b).) Even when the angle of attack was increased to 36 °, the
general flight behavior was still considered good (condition B-4). The
corresponding flight condition without strakes (condition A-6) was judged
unsatisfactory because of very pronounced sideslipping and poor response
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to lateral control. With strakes installed there was no evidence of any
tendency to fly in a sideslipped attitudE_. Dampingof the lateral oscil-
lation was considered satisfactory for a_l these test conditions. Although
the data of figure 16 indicate that the _trakes reduced the damping-in-roll
and damping-in-yaw parameters in the high angle-of-attack range_ no appre-
ciable reduction of damping of the lateral oscillation was noted in the
flight tests. Whenthe angle of attack was increased to 44° , the model
becamevery difficult to fly because of a deterioration of lateral control
(reduced rolling momentand increased adverse yawing moment). (See condi-
tion B-5 and fig. 15.) The general flig_it behavior for flight condition
B-5 was therefore considered unsatisfact,_ry. This problem was apparently
one of lateral control rather than of st_bility_ since the data of fig-
ures 8 and 9 (for strakes on) indicate e_en higher levels of static sta-
bility for this angle of attack than for lower angles of attack.
Lower-rudder-off configuration without strakes.- When the lower rud-
der was removed from the basic model wit!lout strakes_ the lateral sta-
bility and control and general flight be_avior of the model for angles of
attack of 20 ° or less were considered go)d and very similar to those of
the complete configuration without strak_s. (See conditions C-I and C-2.)
With further increase in angle of attack, however_ the model was barely
flyable (condition C-3, _ = 25°). The combination of directional insta-
bility and negative effective dihedral was apparently the reason for this
poor flight behavior. Similar Cn_ and C_ data for the complete con-
figuration at this angle of attack (see Fig. 9) resulted in reasonably
fair general flight behavior spoiled only by the sideslipping tendency.
(See conditions A-_ and A-4.) The primary reason for this difference in
the flight characteristics of the complete and lower-rudder-off configu-
rations at an angle of attack of 25 ° is apparently the difference in the
range of sideslip angles over which the lirectional instability exists.
(See data for _ = 25 ° for conditions A and C in table II.) When the
angle of attack of the lower-rudder-off zonfiguration was increased
further to 29 ° (condition C-4), the general flight behavior was unsatis-
factory. A directional divergence could be prevented only by careful
lateral control_ and sustained flight cculd not be maintained for very
long periods of time. This configuraticn could not be flown at higher
angles of attack because of increased directional instability.
Lower-rudder-off configuration wit_ strakes.- With the strakes
installed the general flight behavior al an angle of attack of 22 ° was
very good (condition D-I) and was noticeably better than the corresponding
condition without strakes (condition C-2). When the angle of attack was
increased to 25°_ a tendency for the mo_el to fly in a sideslipped atti-
tude was noted (condition D-2). This was the first instance of such
flight behavior with the strakes installed and also the first noted for
the lower-rudder-off configuration. Al_hough this flight behavior was
not considered good_ it was much better than the corresponding condition
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without strakes (condition C-3) for which the model was barely flyable.
The data of figure 9 indicate positive Cn_ for this condition, but
this value of Cn_ was measured at zero _. The data of figure 8(d)
and table II (condition D-2) show a region of directional instability at
small positive angles of sideslip which probably accounts for the side-
slipping tendency in this case.
With further increase in angle of attack to 29 ° the sideslipping
tendency became more pronounced (see condition D-3 and fig. 8(e)) and
the general flight behavior of the model was considered poor, but this
behavior was considered better than that for the corresponding condition
without strakes (condition C-4) for which the model was directionally
unstable.
Inasmuch as the model with the lower rudder removed could not be
flown to as high angles as the complete configuration, the conditions of
poor lateral control were not encountered. The lateral damping was con-
sidered satisfactory for all flight conditions tested.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
An investigation of the low-subsonic stability and control charac-
teristics of a 1/7-scale free-flying model modified to represent closely
the North American X-19 airplane (configuration 3) has been made in the
Langley full-scale tunnel. The results of the investigation may be
summarized as follows:
i. Longitudinal stability and control characteristics were satis-
factory for all flight conditions tested.
2. The lateral flight behavior was generally satisfactory for angles
of attackbelow about 20 °. At higher angles, however, the model developed
a tendency to fly in a sideslipped attitude because of static directional
instability at small sideslip angles. Good roll control was maintained
to the highest angles of attack flown, but yaw control diminished with
increasing angle of attack and became adverse at angles above 40 ° .
3. Removal of the lower rudder had little or no effect on the lateral
flight characteristics for angles of attack below about 20 ° but caused the
lateral flight behavior to become worse in the high angle-of-attack range.
16
4. The addition of small fuselage fore,body strakes improved the
static directional stability and lateral flight behavior of both con-
figurations in the high angle-of-attack rsaLge.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va., September 23_ 1959.
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'?ABLE I .- MASS AND GEOME'i_IC CHARACTERISTICS OF 'I}[E N )RTH AMERICAN X-15 AIRPLANE
AND SCALED-LP CHARACTERISTICS OF J"_tE i/F-SCALE MODEL
[All values for complete configuration wit[ lower rudder on]
Scaled-up
model values
(Flight-test model)
Weight (landing approach cundition), It ............... 16,0OO
Relative density factor, _b .................... 46.85
Wing loading, W/S, ib/sq ft .................... 80.0
Center-of-gravity position, p_rcent _ ............... 16.0
Moments of inertia, slug-ft2:
IX ................................ 8,490
Iy ............ •.................... 61,100
IZ ................................ 64,050
Radii uf gyration, ft:
KX ................ ................ 4.13
Ky ................................ ii. 08
KZ ................................ ii. 5h
Wing:
Airfoil section ....................... NACJ 66-005 (modified)
Area, S, sq ft .......................... 200
Sp_n, [, ft ........................... 22.}6
Root chord, ft .......................... 14"91
qip chord_ ft .......................... 2.98
Mean geometric chord, _, ft ................... I0._7
Fuselage station of O.25c .................... _45 "86
t.eading-edge sweep, deg ..................... 56.75
Trailing-edge sweep, deg ..................... -17.79
Dihedral, deg .......................... 0
Incidence, deg ......................... O
Aspect ratio, b2/S ...................... 2'50
Taler ratio ........................... 0.20
Fuse [age :
[_ngth (high-speed nose), ft ................... - .....
Length (low-speed nose), ft ................... 49.00
Extension cf high-speed nose fo_-ward of fuselage
station 0.C_90, ft ....................... - .....
ExtensRn ,)F low-speed nose fcrward of fuselage
s',atlcn O.CX3C, ft .......................
Deplh (nu_xlm_) basic fLiSelage, ft ................
W[d[h (maximum) includir_ s[d_ fair[r_, ft ............
Her [ z<:nt_l tail:
ALr[oil sectior_ (!arallel tu center line) .......... NAC_ 66-00% (nlodlfied)
A tea :
Exposed (nkivab!e), _ fL ....................
S pan :
Total (t_u-ough fusel_ge), ft ..................
Exl)osed (one surface), f_ ....................
Root chord, ft ..........................
Tip chord, ft ..........................
Fuselage chord, ft ........................
Mean geometric chord, 5H, (based on total are_), ft .......
Mean geometric chord, _Hexposed, (based on exposed _rea), ft . .
FL_seh_ge station _ f 0.2%_ H ....................
gusel_F,e station of 0.2_6}{t_xp_,se d ...............
[p_Alng-t_dge sweep, (leg ....................
Trailing-edge sweep, deg ....................
Dihedral, deg .........................
Aspec_ ratio (based on total area) ...............
Taper r_[[o ..........................
Long, ted[hal dis_nce from 0.29_ to O.2%_H , ft .....
- ..exi_ose( 1
4.42
7- 5_
llO.69
[o .i:i2
ly .6_
D.27
lO,O2
2.15
6.99
6.92
4.96
494.0_
524.00
_o.56
19.2_
-15 .O0
2.82
0.21
i_ .84
North American
full-scale
(Conflgumation _)
12,946
46._ (at 8,COO ft)
62.7
16.o
5,37_
75,726
7%,246
2.99
15.77
L}.91
NACA 66-OQ (modified)
200
22.36
14.91
2.98
lO. 27
}4>. 35_
56.79
-17.79
O
0
2 .bO
0.20
49.17
h9.8#
0.17
0._5
4.67
7.5}
NACA (]6-000 (modified)
115.54
52 .O9
18.Od
10.22
2.17
7.02
7.05
5.00
497.66_
'>20.000
19.26
-15.o0
2.8_
0.21
15.05
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TABLE I .- MASS AND GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN X-15 AIRPLANE
AND SCALED-UP CHARACTERISTICS OF THE I/7-SCAIZ MODEL - Concluded
Upper vertical tail:
Airfoil section .........................
Area:
Total (above fuselage chord line), sq ft ...........
Movable portion, sq ft ....................
Span:
Total (above fuselage chord line), ft .............
Movable portion, ft ......................
Fuselage chord, ft .......................
Rudder root chord, ft ......................
Tip chord, ft ..........................
Mean geometric chord, CV,u (based on total
area above fuselage chord line), ft ..............
Mean geometric chord, cR,u (based on movable area), ft .....
Fuselage station of 0-25CV,u ..................
Fuselage station of 0.25CR, u ..................
Leading-edge sweep, deg .....................
Traillng-edge sweep, dog ....................
Aspect ratio (based on total area above fuselage chord line) . .
Taper ratio ...........................
Longitudinal distance from 0.256 to _- ft0.2pCV,u, ........
Lower vertical tail:
Airfoil section .........................
Area:
Total (below fuselage chord line), sq ft ...........
Movable (0ettisonable) portion, sq ft .............
Span:
Total (below fuselage chord llne), ft .............
Movable (Jettisonable) portion, ft ..............
Fuselage chord, ft .......................
Rudder root chord, ft ......................
Tip chord, ft ..........................
Mean geometric chord, _V,Z (based on total area
below fuselage chord llne), ft ................
Mean geometric chord, _R,Z (based on movable
or Jettisonable area), ft ...................
Fuselage station of 0.2_cv, Z ..................
Fuselage station of 0.25cR, _ ..................
Leading-edge sweep, dog .....................
Trailing-edge sweep, dog ....................
Aspect ratio (based on total area below fuselage chord line) . .
Taper ratio ...........................
Longitudinal distance from 0.256 to 0.256V,_, ft ........
Scaled-up
model values
(Flight-test model)
i0 ° wedge
_0.83
26.65
4.69
3.16
10.16
9.36
7.53
9.23
8.72
49}.44
497.53
30.0
0
0.52
0.74
12.3o
i0 ° wedge
3_.48
2O.}O
3.82
2.33
lO.21
9.37
8.zO
9.20
8.75
491.48
497.25
30.0
0
0.43
0.78
12.12
North American
full-scale
(Configuration 3)
10 ° wedge
_0.83
26.65
4.69
3.16
10.16
9.36
7-55
9.23
8.5O
493.442
497-533
30.0
0
o.52
0.74
12.34
I0 ° wedge
54.22
19.95
3.83
2.38
10.21
9.48
7.99
9.17
8.72
491.483
497.250
50.0
0
0.43
0.78
12.18
2O
q_g[_] II .- CC_4PANISON OF T:_ LAT_BL FLIGHT CHARACTerISTICS WI%_H T_ STATIC
DATA FOg A MODIFIED 1/7-SCALE MODEL OF THE ,':-15 AL_FLANE
deg (combln.d
16 O. 023
ZO .02_
23 .025
28 .026
32 .026
77 .0_9
coe_fic[ent_
0.041
.03C
.O9O
.01_
.CO7
(a) Co_Tplete configuration; str_.e: cff
Fl:ght test remark_
General flight behavior is very
good.
G_ner_l flight _vior Ls gcLOd.
The m_el flils at real3 analea
of ei_elip but is _ly to
con%r_l. Oene_l flight be_wior
is fruit.
The mo_l hLS • mo_ prono_ced
_dancy %o fly aideallpped on
el%her ai4_ of _ - 00 but ia
still laay %o aon_l. _ne_l
Zligh_ hehavlor is worse then
_he p_*iou_ _ndltiCao
The mo_l flle¢ at large a_c_-
eli_ aa_le_ on _Ither aid_ of
= 0 ° and ii mor_ dlfficult
%o control. Genes1 fl_t
behavior ia _er_ poor.
The mod_l /lies in a pronounced
sideslipped attitude and has
very poor _sper_e to laurel
_nntr,_l; u_sat_ sf_c_ory
genera! _llght behavior
resulU_d.
9' rlatiol_ ol Cn w_th
-20 -i0 i0 2 (
2_
.i--
c::/
_2 L I
-20 -i0 i0 20
°.
2>I ,IC n 9 _ " '
-i
-_0 -I0 i0 20
_=30 o
.: --
% <
_,o35 °
• )0 -i0 I0 _0
a._O o
/.
L I I I
.,2. _O -IO i0 20
V_riatlon of C_ with
.0_ --
gc---'__
..Oh_oL I
-i0
_.15 °
I I
i0 20
,04 -- "'20°
-.oh L I} I I
-20 -I0 0 I0 20
P
¢._5 o
g e
-20 -10 C iO 20
.04
q o k
-.0_
-.08 I
-2C -1O I0 20
-.0_ L I I I
-20 -I0 IC 20
eol_D °
-.04 I_
-20 -I0 0 lO 20
Li'h_ <':ntr, [ m_(nt eu,efffcients are the t_tal values otdai:ui from combined rudder (±7 o)
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TABI_ II,- COMPARISO_ OF T_{E LA_J{AL FLfGH'J ' CtIAI_,C'I_',H[STIC5 WI'II[ 'I1{E STATIC
DATA _OR A _ODIFIED I/7-SCA[_ MODEl, OF _ltE X i', AIRPTA_; - Continued
Cond_ t _,:,n
'_trJm, Control m_ment cc_ff_£m%_<, 1
• C l AC n
aeF tc_ined) (combtne_)
B-I 21 0,02_. C .O3_
S-2 27 .026 .O2_
_-3 31 .026 .01_
(b} Cc_npleU c,nf_lur_t_cm; _tr_ke_ >n
PLight te_t renu_r_ Iva,'b*_[_n ,,f Cn with F_ V_riatton of C_ with F_
'I_c gener{_t flight, heh_iur Ls very
good.
Th_ g_ner_l flight b_vior is
better than _he cor_espondlng
cond_hien without strauss (A-A],
but not As good a_ the preoe_ing
con_Itlon wi_ str_k_ (B-I).
The _i fliRht be_vlor is
much _t_er than the corresponding
condi%ion without s_-akes (A-_)
and also somewhat better _n the
precsdlng conditlo_ with s_rak_s
(m_).
B-h _ 36 ,024 .008 The ger_r_l flight b_or la
s_ill RoOd and very similar to _e
precedl,g o_0itton IB-3).
B-5 hh .O16 -.016 The moc_el iS _ifflzult tO fly
(adverse) hec_use of the red_ced rolling
m_ment and idverse yawing moment
produced by the combined latey_l
c_rOllo T_ general flight
_Tior is not _atlsf_ctery.
2
..2 I_ ) l l
-20 -iO g 1C 20
,2 -- c'250
.! --
P
.1_-'1 I I l
.! _ o'35 °
Ca 0 , F'.
-26 .IL O it 20
.! - /
cno"
_.20 o
.Oh _ i
% o _ .%..'
, ->-
l. Oh L i
-20 -IC 0 10 20
P
_.25 °
.oh 'T
', _
_'_._._, .,-,
0
-Io 0 _O 2O
@
- ebb L! ,I_ ' J
"_ -_C A_C _ 0 i0 ZO
-.eh L-'" _ I l
-@C -16 0 IL 20
.¢_ - _._o°
P
_.5C O
\]
-.C -IC 0 10 20
l'l_lu el,n_l'¢ £ momen_ c_eft'icter.? ar_ the t(,tal vat:ms vbtairted fr.m comhin, d
r_er (±,u) _mi d[rfererLt_uL ),_,rt_onL_J-ta_l deflec_L:n_ (t_;"). StrakeS
.......... Strmkes off
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l'/dqk: [ I.- C01_'A}<ISON O_ 'lIB£ LA_:P_d_ FLIGHT CHARAC'I_3 IST1CS WIT{ _ STATIC
bAIA P0R A _I)LFLEI_ i_'_'-SCAi_ _40DEI, OF 'l_{f: X-]', A RP[ANE - Concluded
',.,ntrLl m_,'_nt _',,, I rl,:_.,
C-1 _ 0.0VO 0.0_0
C.2 20 .02_ .035
'C-3 ?_ .025 .029
:_c _tu<'r_l (z;gnt b_n_L_L,r _s
v,:*y _I'" d,
The _ral flight beI_vior is
g*o_ (similar to the correaporNiing
condltien A-2, wit& t&e lomsr
rudder on I °
Al.l_o_lgh _ me_l _s _irectlor_l_V
ur_stsble, • dimsctier_l _b_argamce
could be prevented by careful
lateral ccatrelo The _I £ii_
bel_vior waa _nsatilfact4e_°
•I --
C 0
.20 -I0
,! -
-.i L I
-20 -16
,1-
_ oF-'-"
- IL -_0
"-20
°!--
C n O _
..i W I
-20 -i0
C n with _¢ Varla_b)n _1' Cj with i_
0 lO ?0 -_0 0
"200 .Oh _ _'20e
F. " -! \
' -.°"_ 2,o io _oO lO 2C -20
u.2_ °
I -.C,M I I I t
0 -2.0 -IO O I'IC 20 0 20
_-3o ° .O&-- _-30 °
O I_ 20 -_0 -i0 U IO 2O
(,I) Lo_er rudder off; _tra} _u un
{:,,_l_r,:l m,,m, mt c,._.fr[cL_,n,.:_ 1
CL_inilli_ I ;iI_" :' _ _,C_ ]"litThP t_.;t r<'_i'k_ V_r]_lt_.rl rd C_ with _ Varl_tttm (,f C_ wi_!_ [1
,t,,,, {c _b r,e4 ) I [combined]
D--I 22 ) .o;_, :)._}5;'
D--,2 2_ .025 .029
D-3 Z9 .O25 .020
_,×)d.
Alt_ugh tie model bile • %en_ncy
to O._ sJ_slJpps_, the gsr_ml
_.iKh_ b_he_or II much _timr
t&_n the corresponding cond/tlon
wlt&out *t, rakes (6-3).
The Ulotel hea • pro_o_ce_ ta_dency
e_£flY _Idesli_ped e_ either _Ide
- 0 °. The g_ner_l EliOt
behe_ior is peorj bet better
t&e correspc_ing co_itton wit_ut
•I -- _'20°
-,1
-.2 L I _ I
-20 -IO 0 I0 20
.I _ .25°
, ,
-2_ -1C 0 lC 20
)...,j
U n 0 , J
_;:Tq v-<
-20 -10 0 1C 20
_.20 e
eL -.C_IL I' _
-2O -1C C ]C 2O
.oh -- a'25°
-.Oh L I F
-2_ -! I0 20
P
ao_O 0
-.Oh L "["" [ I '_
-2_ -ib 0 IC 20
#
-- Strikes an
........... Str_ko I o_[
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Figure 2.- Three-vlew drawing of i/7-scal,_ flight-test model of North
American X-15 airplane used in investi_ation. All dimensions are in
inches.
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Conflgurahon I (,]nlt_l des_ln)
'\ Wing leading edge .
Configurahon 3 ( Final design) _..... '\ \ '\ //'_
Confgurotlon I moddled Io represent_ _ '_ /
configuration 3 (FIK:jhi test model)_
__¢_-_ .............. //
_'_-_ -_- -- ---- ----4------ ................ " _
Configurotlc,1 3
Basic fu" eloge of conflgurotlon I
Side _,rmg ofconflgurahon t cut
ow_ to moke modified fuseloge
\
SectionA- A
(a) Detail of fuselage forebody modification on i/7-scale
flight-test model as compared with final design.
I
': __ i r' _I
I"
/-
Sed_on A-A
/
J
(b) Fuselage forebody strake installation used on 1/7-scale
flight-test model (config_iration 1 modified).
Figure 4.- Fuselage forebody side f:_iring modification and strake
installation.
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Figure 6.- Longitudinal characteristics of i/7-scale flight-test model.
Center of gravity at 0.15_; _ = 0°.
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Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Figure 7.- Effect of model geometry and 5eynolds number on variation of
pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack. (1/7-scale model_
flight-test configuration; 1/lO-scale model, configuration 3.) Center
of gravity at 0.20_; P = 0°.
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Figure 8.- Variation of static lateral coefficients with _ngle of side-
slip for i/7-scale flight-test model. 5h = 0 .
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- ContiEued.
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 8.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Variation of static sideslip derivatives with angle of attack
for flight-test model. 5 h = 0 o.
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Figure ii.- Effect of strakes on variatior_ of static lateral coefficients
with angle of attack at zero sideslip. Flight-test co_figuration_
_h = 0°"
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Figure 16.- Rotary oscillation derivatives of i/7-scale flight-test
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